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Important Safety Notice 
Withdrawal of possible failed assembly of castor fork, model  S3. 

Date: 16 of June 2016 

FSCA-identity: 6.6.2-2016-28983 

Type of action: Exchange of castor fork. 

 

Important safety information 

Affected compenent. 

Panthera AB has recommended all their customers  to exchange this article towards 
replacement article.    

 Affected art.no:   

 

  

 

 

Castor fork S3 with Loctite. 

 

Description of problem 

We have discovered at random sample that a few castor forks were poorly assembled on our new wheelchair 
Panthera S3. They lacked thread locking, Loctite, between fork and axle. This could in worst case, cause the axle to 
come loose from the fork and then eventually cause  a fall out the wheelchair for the user. 
 
 
Advice of action that should be taken by the owner/user. 

We have contacted all receivers of wheelchairs with the affected component  mounted and asked them to exchange it 
with the attached replacement article. 

We urge all our users to change their castor fork towards the offered replacement castor fork. 
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2100020,2100040,2100070,2100100 

2100050,2100080,2100110 
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Forward this safety message 
 
Spread this information to affected persons and to all customers and suppliers. 
 
Panthera AB apologize for the inconvenience this causes and stresses that these actions has been taken with the users 
safety in mind. 
 

 

Contact information 

Please contact Panthera if you have questions: 

Panthera AB 

Gunnebogatan 26 

163 53 Spåna 

Sweden 

panthera@panthera.se 

www.panthera.se 

+46-8-761 40 50 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Undersigned verifies that this message has been sent to the supervisory authority. 

Nils Sallnäs   Mikael Beskow 

VD /CEO   Contact person 
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